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Hashem agreed to his request. However, the lack of 

even a small number of people with such merits unfor-

tunately prevented the tefillos from saving Sdom. 
 

In a similar vein, Rav Dovid Kviat zt”l and yblc”t Rav 
Dovid Pinto shlit”a answer our second question as fol-
lows. The Navi (Yeshayah 1:10), in chastising Klal Yis-
roel, compares them to the people of Sdom and Amora. 

There was a time when the actions of Bnei Yisroel were 

so bad that in a way they rivaled the behavior of the 

inhabitants of that terrible place. At that time, the tefil-
los of Avraham were used. True, many had fallen, but 
there is never a time when Klal Yisroel does not have 

tzaddikim. Because of those tzaddikim, Hashem’s re-
sponse to Avraham’s tefillos—“and I will spare the entire 
place on their account”—came to fruition. 

 

This remains true for eternity as our righteous people 

are a tremendous source of protection for us. The 

mefarshim explain further that the word tzaddikim is 

spelled here without the second “yud” implying that Av-

raham did not ask Hashem to find perfect tzaddikim. 

Avraham’s request was that Hashem find people who 

had managed to elevate themselves in some way over 

those around them. Even a small measure of tzidkus is 

indeed enough to spare a place from destruction. We 

can now answer one final perplexing question. Why did 

Hashem respond “If I will find…”? Was it not clear to 

Hashem that He would not “find!” The answer is clear; 

Hashem was giving us a message for generations to 

come, “If I will find” ten tzaddikim, even imperfect ones, 

I will spare the world in their merit. With this realization 

we not only can appreciate and respect our tzaddikim 

on a deeper level, but we have what to strive for our-

selves. If we are able to raise ourselves even a little bit 

above the depravity of the society around us, we can 

become people who have the merit of saving the world 

from destruction.  
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I 
n this week’s parshah Avraham Avinu davens to Ha-
shem for the salvation of Sdom and its surrounding 

cities. His interest in their fate is certainly puzzling. 

Avraham was the epitome of chessed, constantly striving 
to become more similar to his Creator. The people of 

Sdom were the exact opposite, strictly outlawing any 

acts of kindness. Furthermore, Avraham spent his life 

trying to spread the belief in and service of Hashem, 

whereas the people of Sdom intentionally rebelled 

against Hashem in order to anger Him. Why then would 

Avraham daven for their salvation? 

 

There is another disturbing aspect of this episode. We 

know that no tefillah is useless. True, at times it is best 
for the response to be negative; Hashem will not harm 

us by giving us that which is not for our benefit.  None-

theless, the tefillah will bear results, perhaps at a later 
time or for our children or grandchildren. The results 

may not be exactly “as ordered” but no tefillah goes un-
answered. If so, what was the outcome of Avraham’s 
tefillos for Sdom? While it is obvious that the tefillos 
could not be used to save Sdom, they must have pro-

duced some effect.  

 

The mefarshim explain in answer to our first question 
that Avraham Avinu hoped that if there were at least a 

number of tzaddikim in the city, they would have the 
ability to elevate the people around them. Ten 

tzaddikim, even in a whole city of unbelievably depraved 
and wicked people, could have changed everything.  

 

The Gemara in Sanhedrin (99b) describes someone who 
denies something clearly stated in the Torah by giving 

an interesting example. Someone may question, “How 

do the Rabbis help us? If they learn Torah, they help 

only themselves!” This person has denied an explicit 

statement of the Torah, as it says (18:26) “and I will 

spare the entire place on their account.” Hashem re-

sponded to Avraham’s tefillos for Sdom with that very 
phrase.  Avraham davened for Hashem to spare the en-

tire city in the merit of a small number of people, and 
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Chukas AkumChukas AkumChukas AkumChukas Akum—Part 2 

Rabbi Mohe Revah 
 

L 
ast week we discussed the prohibition against 
following non-Jewish practices. We explained 
that the Rema’s opinion (Y.D. 178:1), based on 

the Maharik, was that one may not follow a practice 
that was instituted for reasons of promiscuity, or one 
which seems to lack a basis for its observance.  This 
is forbidden both because of the general prohibition 
against following gentile practices, and the concern 
that the original source for the minhag was idolatry.  
However, following a custom backed by a valid rea-
son, such as the donning of certain garments by doc-
tors to identify them as medical professionals, is per-
mitted. 
 
Current clothing stylesCurrent clothing stylesCurrent clothing stylesCurrent clothing styles    
Keeping one’s wardrobe updated does not transgress 
the prohibition of chukas akum because these styles 
were not made specifically for non-Jews.  According-
ly, it is permitted for a man to wear a necktie or a 
trendy hat, articles of clothing which solely serve to 
allow the wearer to follow trends.  
Yet, certain styles of clothing in the non-Jewish mar-
ket are of course shocking in their lack of tzniyus.  R’ 
Moshe Feinstein zt”l (Y.D. 1:81) opines that perhaps 
clothing made specifically to be revealing or in gen-
eral considered to be immodest would be, by defini-
tion, considered “non-Jewish” and prohibited, not 
only because of immodesty but also because they vio-
late the prohibition of chukas akum. 
This may not only be an academic difference.  If 
there is a separate violation of chukas akum, it would 
then be prohibited to wear such clothes even where 
tzniyus does not present a problem. However, where 
this is not considered a non-tzniyusdig garment for 
the situation, for example, a garment made to be 
worn in the privacy of one’s house, it would be per-
mitted even with regards to the prohibition of chukas 
akum, because as mentioned this is not a garment 
manufactured specifically for non-Jews. 
 
Not Wearing a YarmulkeNot Wearing a YarmulkeNot Wearing a YarmulkeNot Wearing a Yarmulke 
Jewish males wear a yarmulke as a reminder to re-
main cognizant of Hashem’s presence, which is above 
our heads at all times.  The presence of the head cov-
ering incorporates that fear of Heaven into our daily 
lives; fittingly, the word yarmulke is a conjunction of 
the words “yorei malka – fear of the King!” 

The Taz (O.C. 8:3) famously states that it is for-
bidden to sit without wearing a yarmulke because 
doing so would be following the minhagim of the 
non-Jews.  It seems that in the Taz’s time there 
was a religious rule not to wear a yarmulke.  R’ 
Moshe Feinstein zt”l (O.C. 4:2 and Y.D. 4:11) says 
that nowadays it is no longer an ‘idolatric law’; 
rather, everyone has lost the head covering just 
because that became an easier mode of dress.  
Therefore, in cases of great need, such as a situa-
tion where one will not be hired if he would wear 
a yarmulkah, one may refrain from wearing it. 
Yet this last comment from R’ Moshe, that people 
don’t wear the head covering because it is easier, 
is actually taken by some (Peach HaDvir O.C.2 
Derech Chukecho 1:23) to be the source of the 
stringent ruling of the Taz. As mentioned, one of 
the guidelines of the Maharik was that if a prac-
tice was promiscuous it would be forbidden.  The 
lack of head covering is associated with a loose 
and hefker way of life and so falls under the ru-
bric of promiscuous dress.  If this were to be so, 
the Taz would certainly say that nowadays such 
dress is forbidden.  According to these poskim it 
would be forbidden to go to work without the yar-
mulkah (according to the Taz) even when faced 
with severe financial loss. 
It can be noted that in todays American society it 
is far less likely to encounter a situation where 
one really has to sacrifice his yarmulkah to get a 
job.  We should be proud of our beliefs and of Ha-
shem who watches over us (and our finances)! 
 
NonNonNonNon----Jewish NamesJewish NamesJewish NamesJewish Names    

Many poskim have dealt with the permissibility of 

naming one’s child (or one’s self) a non-Jewish 

name.  The consensus of many poskim 

(Maharashdam Y.D. 199, Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:66) is 

that if the name is given so that the person will 

appear like a non-Jew and enable him to blend in 

with the non-Jews, then it would be forbidden.  If 

the name is given for convenience and business 

purposes then it would be permitted.  (It is worth 

mentioning that most poskim maintain that of 

course it is still a middas chassidus to use a Jew-

ish name.) 
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